ONS SIG NN Conference Call
Date:
Time:
Attendees:
Absent:

1-22-2015
12:03 pm-1:03 pm
Debbie Bickes, Joy Hepkins, Judy Koutlas, Cindi Cantril, Kathy Seymour, Denise Wiley, Karyl Blaseg, Dominique Srdanovic, Tricia Strusowski, Susan
Scherer, Kristen Williamson, Diane McElwain
Ellen Carr, PJ Haylock, Juli Aistars, Paige Woodruff

Items Discussed
I.
Welcome
II.
Minutes
Minutes from Nov. 13 were reviewed and approved

III.


CONGRESS NN SIG PRESENTATION

Kudos to Susan Scherer, Tricia Strusowski, Janice Schwartz and Kristin
Williamson for participating in the development of the presentation
 Janice Schwartz, RN, OCN is a care coordinator and will be joining Tricia
and Susan
 Pre-Congress Communique/blog discussed
 Poster reviewed
 Volunteer Photographer
Agreed to have NN reporters on site during Congress and SIG Session
with scripted questions and to take photos.
 ONS Focus Group
Toni Felice, ONS staff, is recruiting nurse navigators attending Congress
to working with breast cancer patients to participate in a focus group
during Thursday or Friday afternoon.
IV.
Newsletter Update
Deb Christensen
Deb requested members to encourage friends/colleagues to write
articles for NN newsletter and to provide Shout Out for colleagues.
Discussed ideas for possible articles to include the various models of lay
navigation. Also discussed opportunity to submit article for the purpose

Action Items










Members will submit blogs for team to review. These will be
posted on the NN SIG WEB as well as in a upcoming communique
Members to forward poster revisions to Dominique
Kathy Seymour will forward scripted questions to leadership
team for review. Members who have this assignment during
Congress will have a call to discuss process.
Leadership Team attending Congress: Kathy Seymour; Diane
McElwain; Joy Hempins; Dominique Srdanovic; Susan Scherer;
Tricia Strusowski; Judy Koutlas. Names will be forwarded to ONS
for Focus Group.
Discussed opportunity to invite Dr. Freeman to NN Membership
meeting on Thursday, April 23. Jean will follow up.
Jean will bring together Deb Christensen, Debbie Bickes, and
Cindi Cantril to discuss article for lay navigation for newletter.
Cindi Cantril volunteered to write article on certificate vs
certification for newsletter or possible publication.

V.

of educating regarding the differences in a certificate vs a certification.
NN Virtual Community Update
Denise Wiley
a)
Send content to Ellen for VC site by 20th of the month; she will
update VC site by last day of the month: ecarr@ucsd.edu
(NOTE: If needed for time sensitive info, can post additional
content earlier.)
b)
To participate in VC site Discussion, members need to subscribe.
Opportunity to remind NN SIG members about this on a regular basis in
Newsletters, Communiques, Congress NN meetings, etc.
c)
Bib (top toolbar) on SIG NN site will be regularly updated with
citations list. Articles (pdf form) should not be posted (due to possible
copyright issues). VC Team suggestion: NN Toolbox team maintains pdf
files, provide files to SIG NN members on request (Is this OK w/ Leadership
Team?)
d)
Want to get word out that VC site will regularly post information
about Events/Education (VC site: tab on top black tool bar). Initially,
Denise will be providing/posting content. Welcome contributions about
events from all SIG NN members. (Once again, regularly add this reminder
to SIG NN newsletters and communiques.)

VI.

VII.

2014 Needs Assessment Survey
Reviewed those items on survey that have an interest for our NN
leadership team.
Workgroup Updates
Navigation Resource Tool Kit
Dominique provided a resource guide for review.
The goal is to have a site for nurse navigation resources; current
literature reflecting updates in navigation and patient centered
resources
Lay Patient Navigation
Debbie shared we would be recruiting oncology nurses who oversee



Suggestions made to include this information in an upcoming
communiqué.



Members are requested to review resource guide and provide
additions to Dominique by Feb. 5th
Diane to send Cancer Survivors Resource Guide to leadership
team
Jean will forward UNC patient resources to leadership team




lay navigators at Congress in order to get the workgroup launched.
Care Care Coordination
Kristen shared that we were still in the recruitment process of bringing
care coordinators to the workgroup.

VIII.

IX.

Quality/Outcome Measures
Karyl reported that the workgroup had their first conference call
yesterday. The goal is to develop a universal system to capture the
evidence based outcome measures that reflect value to the role of the
NN. Evidenced based metrics will be identified within the following 3
domains: Patient Experience; Clinical Outcomes; Business
Performance (ROI) for specific areas of the cancer continuum of care.
Areas on the continuum of care may include: screening/early
detection; diagnosis/treatment; post treatment/survivorship; end of
life. Identified metrics would be plotted in each domain.
There is a desire to make this tool as meaningful as possible for those
working in all cancer centers including academic centers, community
cancer centers and private oncology offices. In order to be successful,
it is felt that we have the support of ONS behind this as it is envisioned
that this may be something that could also be endorsed by the CoC
and ASCO.
Members requested a request be brought to ONS to discuss how to
move forward and if this would be an opportunity for a think tank or a
committee.
Mentorship Opportunities
Jean shared that nurses new to navigation are reaching out to her for
support. She encouraged members to consider mentoring a new
nurse navigator
Round Table
Cindi shared that Haymarket Media will be hosting a Navigation
Summit in Denver, Colorado in June, 2015. She also shared that she is
helping to promote a survey for nurse navigators to participate in.

Meeting Adjourned at 1:03 pm



Sign up sheets for NN interested in working with the Lay
Navigation and Care Coordination Workgroup will be available
during Congress.



Jean will follow up with ONS to ensure their support and next
steps.



Leadership team to forward their name to Jean if they are
interested in serving as a mentor.



Cindi will forward information about the Summit and link for
survey to leadership team.


Jean will secure call in number and date for next call.

